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Five things to know about … 

Myelodysplastic syndrome

Richard A. Wells MD DPhil, Rena Buckstein MD, Jeremy Rezmovitz MD

Myelodysplastic syndrome is a disease of older adults and is becoming 
more common

Myelodysplastic syndrome, an acquired clonal disorder of the bone marrow, is a 
common cause of unexplained anemia in North American adults older than 
65 years.1 Most cases are idiopathic, although some are related to prior chemother-
apy or radiotherapy. Men are affected more commonly than women. The median 
age at diagnosis is 76 years, and the incidence rises to 36.4 cases/ 100 000 popula-
tion per year in those over 80 years.2 As the population ages, rates will increase.

Myelodysplastic syndrome com-
monly presents as fatigue

Patients usually present with symptoms 
of anemia (e.g., fatigue, dyspnea), but 
some may have bruising, bleeding or 
petechiae (from thrombocytopenia) or 
recurrent infections (from neutropenia). 
Without active treatment, most patients 
will eventually require red blood cell 
transfusions.3
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Myelodysplastic syndrome should 
be suspected in older patients with 
macrocytic anemia

If macrocytic anemia develops in 
patients older than 50 years, myelodys-
plastic syndrome should be considered, 
especially in the presence of reduced 
platelet or leukocyte count. Diagnosis 
requires bone marrow examination, 
including cytogenetic testing; however, 
five clinical clues to the diagnosis are 
age over 65 years, presence of macro-
cytic anemia, presence of other types 
of cytopenia, increased red blood cell 
distribution width and increased lactate 
dehydrogenase level.4

Patients with unexplained severe or 
progressive cytopenia should be 
referred to a hematologist

If patients are diagnosed with myelo-
dysplastic syndrome, prognostic classi-
fication, based on depth of cytopenia, 
bone marrow blast count and cytoge-
netic variables, allows them to be 
assigned to risk categories ranging 
from very low risk (median survival 
8.8 yr) to very high risk (median sur-
vival 0.8 yr).5

Active treatment is available and 
improves outcomes in myelodys-
plastic syndrome

Younger patients may qualify for 
stem cell transplantation. Drug ther-
apies such as lenalidomide (taken 
orally), erythropoietin (administered 
by subcutaneous injections at home) 
and azacitidine (administered by 
subcutaneous injections at cancer 
clinics) do not cure myelodysplastic 
syndrome but can reduce transfusion 
dependency, improve quality of life 
and extend survival.5,6
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An interactive decision tool for the investigation and management of active treatment for 
myelodysplastic syndrome is available at www.MDSclearpath.org. The development of 
this tool was funded by Celgene Canada.
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